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National Service Scheme of Kalindi College celebrated its 

“VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK” from 27th October, 2020 

to 2nd November, 2020. As a part of it NSS Team of the 

college conducted several competitions. 
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PLEDGE  

The Online Pledge on 27th October, 2020 was organized by NSS, 

Kalindi College with the blessings of Dr. Anjula Bansal (Principal) 

and under the supervision of Dr. Alka Chaturvedi (Program Officer). 

The Program was really smooth ending with a lively and a cheerful 

smile on all the faces and a strong belief was noticed on all the 

faces that together they will ensure internal security of the country. 

Google Meet link- 

http://meet.google.com/ygu-sxye-ezr 

 

 

http://meet.google.com/ygu-sxye-ezr
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DEBATE COMPETITION 

An Online Intra-College Debate Competition on the topic ‘Collective 

fight against Corruption in India- A Distant Dream’ on 29th October, 

2020 was organized by NSS, Kalindi College with the blessings of 

Dr. Anjula Bansal (Principal) and under the supervision of Dr. Alka 

Chaturvedi (Program Officer). 

The time limit given to each team was 4 minutes where they had to 

speak in favour of or against the given topic. All the participants 

performed well and presented good and valid points. The audience 

and the judges were captivated by their performances. 

Vashundhra Singh BA (hons.) pol-science 2nd Year and Deepika 

Chauhan BSC (hons.) computer science 2nd Year students won the 

first prize, Divya Kauahal BA Program 2nd Year and Shreya Shukla 

BA (hons.) Journalism 2nd Year won the second prize and Pratyaksha 

BA (hons.) History 2nd Year won the third prize. The event was a 

success as it was quite interesting and students got the chance to 

present their views and also got the chance to learn something new 

and useful.  
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Google Meet link- 

https://meet.google.com/jac-aqog-rer 
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POETRY COMPETITION 

An Online Intra-College Poetry Competition on the topic “SATARK 

BHARAT ,SAMRIDDH BHARAT” on 31st October, 2020 was organized by 

NSS, Kalindi College with the blessings of Dr. Anjula Bansal (Principal) 

and under the supervision of Dr. Alka Chaturvedi (Program Officer). 

Over 15 students participated in the competition. Firstly, participants 

were required to send their poems on our NSS email id-

kalindicollegenssunit@gmail.com.  Then they recited their poems on 

Google meet. Each participant was given 4 minutes to recite. It was a 

great event. Every participant was equally good and expressed their 

feelings through poems. They had very good view point in order to 

have a prosperous India. 

The winners were: 1st position Kritika Srivastava, B.A Programme (2nd 

year) and Mayra Gupta, B.A(H) History (2nd year) 2nd position Pooja 

Tiwari, B.A(H) Political Science (2nd year) and Pinki 

Kumari,B.A(H)English (3rd year) 3rd position 

ManasviSachan,B.AProgramme (2 nd year). 

 

mailto:id-kalindicollegenssunit@gmail.com.%20%20Then
mailto:id-kalindicollegenssunit@gmail.com.%20%20Then
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Google Meet link- 

https://meet.google.com/wda-apyc-ujt 

 

 

https://meet.google.com/wda-apyc-ujt
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ESSAY COMPETITION 

A Bilingual  intra- college online essay writing competition was 

organized on 2ndNovember, 2020 by NSS KALINDI with the blessings of 

Dr. Anjula Bansal (Principal) and under the supervision of Dr. Alka 

Chaturvedi (Program officer).The topic of essay was “SATARK BHARAT 

,SAMRIDDH BHARAT”. 

Over 22 students participated in the competition and used it as a 

medium to express their views on it. The enthusiasm and energy of 

participants as well as the team was excellent to see .The 

competition was tough as thoughts of every participants were 

inspiring but at the end Anjali Pundir from B.Sc (Chemistry hons)2nd 

year won the 1st  prize , Priyanshi from B.A (History hons) 2nd year  won 

the 2nd prize whereas Nisha Sharma  from B.A 2nd year & Komal from 

B.A (Hindi hons) 3rd year won the 3rd prize. 

 


